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Abstract. Weak mixing is an important property for group extensions because

its absence is the principal obstruction to lifting a large number of stronger mix-

ing properties. Whether or not an extension is weakly mixing can be determined

by studying the sub-extension corresponding to the quotient by the commutator

subgroup. Several conditions equivalent to weak mixing are given. In particular,

an extension by any group with no abelian factors (for example any nonabelian

simple group) is automatically weak mixing if it is ergodic. The proof uses

spectral multiplicity theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

In [KN] Keynes and Newton showed that a compact affine extension is er-

godic if and only if the maximal equicontinuous sub-extension is ergodic. Sim-

ilarly, Zimmer [Z2] showed that a compact nilmanifold extension is ergodic if
and only its maximal toral sub-extension is ergodic. Both of these results say

that some ergodic property holds for an extension once it holds for a certain

sub-extension. In this paper we prove another result of the same type. We show

that an ergodic compact group extension is weakly mixing if and only if its

maximal abelian sub-extension is weakly mixing. This reduces the question of

weak mixing for group extensions to the case of abelian group extensions, where

necessary and sufficient conditions are already well known (cf. [JP]). Conditions

for weak mixing are important because weak mixing is the key hypothesis for

a large number of theorems which state that if T has a certain strong mixing

property and T is a weakly mixing group extension of T, then T also has

the strong mixing property. Such theorems are known as lifting theorems, and

hold, for example, for mixing, multiple mixing [Rul], the K-property [JP], and

the Bernoulli property [Ru2].

Let T be an ergodic measure preserving transformation on a Lebesgue prob-

ability space (X, p). Let G be a compact metric group with Haar measure

y. Let <t>(X, G) denote the set of all measurable maps <p : X —> G. For

<f> e <P(X, G) we consider the compact group extension, or G extension  T
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of T

(1) f(x,g) = (Tx,4>(x)g),

where (x, g) e (X, p.) = (X x G, p x y). The function <j> is called the cocycle

for the extension. When G is abelian we call T an abelian extension. It is

well known that an extension T is ergodic if and only if T is ergodic and the

essential range of <j> is G (cf. [Zl]). Another characterization of ergodicity in

the abelian case is given in Lemma 1 below. An obvious necessary condition

for weak mixing in T is for T to be weakly mixing. A transformation fails to

be weakly mixing if and only if it has a nontrivial factor with discrete spectrum,

and there is a unique maximal factor of this type. We say that T is a continuous

extension of T if T and T have the same maximal discrete spectrum factor.

An extension T is weakly mixing if and only if it is a continuous extension of

a weakly mixing transformation T.

2. The maximal abelian sub-extension

Given a G extension T of T, let Mh , h e G, denote the natural right action

of G on X, ¿%h(x, g) - (x, gh~x). If K is a closed normal subgroup of G,

then K acts on X by restricting ¿%h to K. Let (XK, ptx) = (XxG/K, pxyG/K)

denote the factor of (X, p) mod the orbits of K, where yG/K is Haar measure

on G/K. Let TK denote the induced factor transformation

(2) fK(x, gK) = (Tx,4>(x)gK) = (Tx,<pK(x)gK),

where (x, gK) e iXK, pK), nK : G —► G/K is the canonical projection, and

4>k e <X>(X, G/K) is defined 4>kÍx) - tik(4>(x)) . We call TK a sub-extension

of T. By (2), TK is a G/K extension of T, and since T commutes with a

free K action (cf. [R2]), T is a K extension of T¡c.

If [G, G] ç G is the commutator subgroup then G/[G, G] is an abelian

group called the maximal abelian factor of G. We denote Tjc g] by T and

observe that T is an abelian group extension of T. We call T the maximal

abelian sub-extension of the extension T.

Theorem 1. Let G be a compact metric group. Suppose the G extension T of

T is ergodic. Then T is a continuous extension of T. In particular, T is a

continuous extension of T if and only if T is a continuous extension of T.

Proof. Let Lg denote the left-regular representation of G on L2(G, y). By

the Peter-Weyl theorem there exists an orthogonal decomposition

a,

(3) L2(C7,7) = 00//,,,,
7=1 k = X

t < oo, such that each Hj k is Lg invariant, and the restriction of Lg to

Hjk, denoted Lg'k, is irreducible. For each j and k the dxxn(Hj k) = d¡.

Also V¿    and V¿k   are equivalent. Let Pjk denote the projection to H¡ k.
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Let U~ be the induced unitary operator for T on L2(X, p), defined U~f(x)

= f(Tx). There is natural orthogonal decomposition of L2(X, p) into U~ in-

variant subspaces corresponding to (3) (cf. [Rl]),

dj

(4) L2(^,/i) = 00^,,.
j=x k=x

In particular, the projection ¿P¡,k to ^>/c is simply Pjk applied to f(x, g)

viewed as a function of g e G for p a.e. x e X. The decomposition (4) has

the property that for any /, the restriction of U~ to ^"jk and to %?j\k< are

unitarily equivalent [Rl]. We implement this equivalence via a unitary operator

W, commuting with U~, such that for all j and k, W(%?jk) = %?ik,, where

k' = k + 1 if k < dj and k' = 1 if k = dj. When dj = 1 we assume W is the
identity. Notice that W is not the identity if d¡ ^ 1. Such a dj always exists

when G is nonabelian [Rl], and we may assume with no loss of generality that

G is nonabelian, since otherwise [G, G] is trivial and T — T.

In (3), dj = 1 when dim(LJg'x) = 1. Each 1-dimensional representation is

associated with a factor of G isomorphic to the circle, namely G/kex(LJg' ).

For a closed normal subgroup K of G, G/K is abelian if and only if [G, G] ç

K, and if G/K is abelian then there exists a closed subgroup / ç G/[G, G]

with G/K isomorphic to (G/[G,G])/J. Thus the 1-dimensional represen-

tations of G correspond to the irreducible representations of G/[G, G]. We

may assume in (3) that Hi [ corresponds to the trivial representation, and that

there exists to > 1 such that dj = 1 for all j < to and d¡ > 1 for ;0 < J < t.
Then the decomposition (4) for U~ looks like

(5) L2(i,i) = 00^.
j=X k=X

Moreover, we can identify L2(X, p) with %[^x .

Now suppose / is an eigenfunction for T (and thus for U~ ) with eigenvalue

k. Then

U7(&>j>kf)(x) ~&>},kU¥f(x)=&j,k(foT)(x) = <?jtk(kf)(x) = Wj.kflW,

so that ¿Pj^kf is either itself an eigenfunction with eigenvalue k, or ^ kf = 0.

If ¿Pj,kf = 0 f°r all j > to, then / is an eigenfunction for T. Thus we

suppose that ^,,a/ ¥" 0 for some j > to and some k . Then ¿Pj,kf and

WaPj,kf are both eigenfunctions with eigenvalue k, and ¿Pj,kf -L W¿Pikf
since ^j,kf € %f,,k and W3°jkf = S^j^f e ^^ . This implies that the

multiplicity of k is greater than one, contradicting the ergodicity of T.    D

3. Necessary and sufficient conditions for weak mixing

Let (f>, d>' e <!>(X, G) and let K be a closed normal subgroup.  We say <p
and 4>' axe cohomologous mod K if

(6) xp(Tx)4>K(x) = (plK(x)xp(x),
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for some xp e <S>(X, G/K). If K = {e}, then we say that <p and d>' axe

cohomologous. If 4> and d>' axe cohomologous mod K then the corresponding

sub-extensions T& and T'K are isomorphic. In particular, letting Z(x, g) -

(x, xp(x)g), we have

(7) ZofK = fKoZ.

If there exists h e G/K such that

(8) ip(Tx)4>K(x) = hipix)

then 0 is cohomologous to the constant h mod K. We refer to such a 0 as

an almost coboundary mod K. If h — e , <j> is called a coboundary mod K. If

[G, G] c K then (8) is equivalent to

(9) (¡>Kix)h-x = y/-xiTx)xpix).

For 1 < j < ttz\y we have dj — I, and we let ;^(g) = L^' ' . These are the
1-dimensional representations of G. We let TG denote the set of all Xj ■ If G

is abelian then TG is the dual group of G under pointwise multiplication. If

for some x € TG there exists a complex valued measurable function y/ and a

complex number |A| = 1 such that

(10) ix°4>)ix)k-x = xp-xiTx)ipix)

then we say <p is cohomologous to the constant k mod ^ and we call d> an

almost-coboundary mod # . When k = I, d> is called a coboundary mod ^ .

For # e TG , if we let A^ = ker(^), then nK = x and (8) is equivalent to (10)

with k = xih) ■

Theorem 2. Let T be weakly mixing and let T be an ergodic extension of T

by G with </> e <S>iX, G). Let T be the maximal abelian factor extension of

T. Then the following are equivalent:

(i)   T is weakly mixing.

(ii)   T is a continuous extension of T.

(iii)   T is a continuous extension of T.

(iv)   T is weakly mixing.

(v) For all x € TG, <j> is not an almost coboundary mod x ■

(vi) For each h e G/[G, G], ¿%n o T is ergodic.

(vii) For any closed normal subgroup K of G, qb is not an almost coboundary

mod K.

The proof of Theorem 2 depends on the following results about abelian ex-

tensions [JP].

Lemma 1. Let G be abelian and suppose T is a G extension of T.

(1) If T is ergodic then T is ergodic if and only if d> is not a coboundary

mod any ^eTg.

(2) If T is ergodic, then k is an eigenvalue of T which is not an eigenvalue

of T if and only if cp is cohomologous to k _mod x f°r some ^ e TG .

(3) In particular, if T is weakly mixing then T is weakly mixing if and

only if d> is not an almost coboundary mod any / c TG.
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Proof of Theorem 2. It follows from Theorem 1 that (i)-(iv) are equivalent.

For any h e G/[G, G], 3J¡, o T is an abelian extension: (3Hn o T)(x, g) =

(Tx, d>(x)h~x g). It follows from Lemma 1 that 3ên of is ergodic if and only

if <p(x) -h~x is not a coboundary mod any x £ ^g/[g,g] > or equivalently, <p is

not an almost coboundary mod x ■ Since we can identify TG = rG/rGG], (v)

and (vi) are equivalent.

Now assume (v) does not hold. Then </> satisfies ( 10) for some k and ip,

so that by Lemma 1, T is not weakly mixing. Conversely, if T is not weakly

mixing then (9) holds by Lemma 1, contradicting (v).

For x € TG, we have that not (v) implies not (vii) since (9) and (10) are

equivalent for K = Ker(/) and k = x(h). Conversely, assume not (vii) and

let K be such that (8) holds. Since (8) is a special case of (6), we have (7), so

that Tk is isomorphic T x &h , where ©/, is the left rotation by h on G/K.

It follows that 0/, is a factor of Tg . Since T is ergodic, &¡, is ergodic, and

thus uniquely ergodic, so that the subgroup F = {h* : n e Z} is dense in G/K.

Since F is abelian, G/K must be abelian, and so [G, G]ç_ K. Let J be the

closed subgroup of G /[G, G] such that (G/[G, G])/J is isomorphic to G/K.

Then x € TG/[G G] vanishes on K if and only if it vanishes on J . Thus there
exists x sucn that K C kex(x). It follows that d> is an almost coboundary

mod x ) which implies not (v).    □

Let G be a group such that for any closed normal subgroup K, G/K is

nonabelian. Equivalently [G, G] = G. We say G has no abelian factors. In

particular, any simple nonabelian group G (e.g. A5 ) has no abelian factors.

Corollary 1. Suppose G has no abelian factors. Let T be a G extension of T

and suppose T is weakly mixing. If T is ergodic then T is weakly mixing.

For example, since the Bernoulli property satisfies a lifting theorem (cf. §1),

Corollary 1 shows that any ergodic A5 extension T of a Bernoulli shift must

be Bernoulli.

Corollary 2. Let T be ergodic and let T be a G extension of T. Then T is a

continuous extension of T if and only if the cocycle d) is not cohomologous to a

constant mod any x € TG.

Comment 1. Suppose T is weakly mixing and that d> is a an almost coboundary

mod Kx for all / e TG. It is easy to see in this case that d> is an almost

coboundary since T is isomorphic to a product of T and a rotation. However,

if T is not weakly mixing the situation can be completely different, as the

following example shows. Let T be the rotation on the circle by 4na, where

a is irrational, and let T be rotation by 2na . Then T is isomorphic to a Z/2

extension of T, and T has new eigenvalues k" = e2nina for n odd. By part

(2) of Lemma 1, <j> is an almost coboundary mod /(/c) = (-l)k . However,

<f> is not cohomologous to any constant. Indeed, the only possible constants

are 1 or -1. But <j> is not cohomologous to 1 since T is ergodic, and d>

is not cohomologous to -1, since that would imply k = -1 is an eigenvalue,

contradicting the irrationality of a.

Comment 2. Results similar to Theorems 1 and 2 do not hold for ergodicity:

Let X = {x} and let T be the identity on X . Any G extension T of T, with
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G nonabelian, is just a rotation on G by some h e G. Since G is not abelian,

T is not ergodic. However, by a careful choice of G and h , the transformation

T, which is a rotation on G/[G, G], can be made to be ergodic.

4. Genericity

Given a compact metric group G, let us fix an invariant metric dg satisfying

dc(g, h) < 1 for all g, h e G. We define a metric d on <t>(X, G) by

(11) d(cp,cp')= ( dG(d,(x),<t>'(x))dp,
Jx

with pointwise multiplication Q>iX, G) is a metric group with invariant metric

d. It is easy to see that d gives the topology of convergence in measure. Let

G' = G/[G, G]. In the same manner as above, we define an invariant metric

d' on <P(X, G') based on a bounded invariant metric dG< for G'.

Let us fix a measure preserving transformation T. We denote the extension

(1) corresponding to a particular d> e <P(X, G) by 7¿ . We will identify prop-

erties of the extensions 7^ with subsets On ç <p(X, G), namely, <X>n is the set

of all d> such that 7^ has the given property. We say that a given property is

generic for G extensions T of T if the set 3>0 corresponding to that property

contains a dense Gg subset of <P(X, G). The following result is well known

(for the abelian case, see [JP]).

Proposition 1. Suppose T is ergodic and aperiodic. Then there is a dense Gg

subset <J>g> of <&iX, G) so that for d> e <Pg> the extension T^ is ergodic. In

particular, ergodicity is generic for G extensions T of an ergodic aperiodic

transformation T.

Our goal is to prove a similar theorem for weak mixing. The abelian case is

proved in [JP].

Theorem 3. Suppose T is weakly mixing. Then there is a dense Gg subset

<IV of Q>iX, G) so that for d> e <1V the extension T^ is weakly mixing.

In particular, weak mixing is generic for G extensions T of a weakly mixing

transformation T.

Proof. Consider the mapping n : <&iX, G) -» <&iX, G') defined (#)(x) =
7t[GjG](0(x)) = r/>[GiG](x). Since the statement of the Theorem 3 is true for

abelian groups [JP], there exists a dense Gg set O^ ç (p(X, G') so that for

co e O'g. the corresponding G' extension Tm(x, g) = (Tx, co(x)g) is weakly

mixing. Since T is weakly mixing it is ergodic and aperiodic. By Proposition

1 there exists a dense Gg set Og- ç <P(X, G) so that for d> e <t>^, T^ is

ergodic. Let <Pi = n~x<&'s . Let Q>w = <&x n Or . Then for cb e <&& we have

Ttj, = Tn$ — 7V,    , and so by Theorem 2, 7^ is weakly mixing.

Since r\ is continuous, <I>i is Gg in 0(X, G). Thus to show that <IV is

dense Gg it is enough to show that <Pi is dense. To show this it suffices to show

that n is an open map, for otherwise there exists a ball B in Q>(X, G)\<Pi such

that n(B) contains a ball in 0(X, G')\i>^-, contradicting the fact that 0'r is

dense.
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Since i] is a homomorphism, and since both 0(Z, G) and <¡>(X, G') have

invariant metrics, it suffices to show that for any neighborhood B of the iden-

tity in (¡>(X, G), n(B) contains a neighborhood of the identity in <$(X, G').

By the open mapping theorem for topological groups (cf. [M]) the canonical ho-

momorphism it[G,G\'-G -* G' is an open map. Thus for all ex > 0 there exists

ô\ > 0 such that if dG\h, e) < Sx , there exists a g e G with dG(g, e) < s\
and h = nlG¡G](g).

Let e > 0 be given. Choose ô > 0 to satisfy the following two conditions:

(i)   ô<e2/4.
(ii) Let £] < e/2. Choose ôx for £i as above, and let ô < Ô2.

Now suppose di4>,e) < S  so that  JxdG'i4>[G,G](x), e)dp < ô.   If E =

{x : dG>{4>[G,G]{x), e) > \fô}, then p(E) < Vô , and for x e X\E,

(12) dG,i<p{GMix),e)< Vô<ôx.

We define d> e 0(X, G) as follows. In a measurable way, we choose 0(x) e G

for each x so that

(13) ^íG,G]i<PiX)) = d>[G,G]ix),

and using (12) and (ii) so that d>ix) also satisfies dG'((/>(x), e) < ex for x e

X\E. We then have

di</>,e) = ¡ dGiqbix), e)dp
JX

= / dGid>ix),e)dp+ /     dGi(pix),e)dp
JE JX\E

<      dp+ £\dp< Vô + £i < e/2 + e/2 = e.
Je Jx\e

It follows from (13) that nd> = 0[GjG]. Thus the n image of an e ball around

e e <P(X, G) contains a 5 ball around e e <5>iX, G'), and it follows that n is

an open map. This implies that Oi is dense Gg .   □

Comment. Using ideas from [JP] together with the proof of Theorem 3, one

can show that for T ergodic and aperiodic, the generic G extension T is a

continuous extension.
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